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Supreme Court verdict for IPISC insured, Octane Fitness, a ‘Victory for the Entire Industry’
In pursuing the case, Octane Fitness was aided by Intellectual Property Insurance Services Corporation (IPISC). IPISC’s president, Robert
Fletcher, played a key role in connecting the fitness company with Rudy Telscher. He notes that Telscher is one of the “go-to people”
whom IPISC recommends, and, after the 9-0 decision in the Octane case, Fletcher sees potential changes in the IP insurance industry.
Read the article in Inside Counsel here…

IPISC President featured in the May issue of Automotive Industry
Intellectual property (IP) infringement, for example the sale of counterfeit parts, plagues the automotive industry worldwide. A second
major IP-related problem plaguing the Auto Industry is patent “trolls,” where a non-practicing investment company/ entity (NPE)
purchases an overly-simple patent, then serially demands royalty payments from multiple, legitimate practicing businesses, threatening
expensive litigation if they don’t pay. The automotive industry is fighting back, but litigation is very expensive, whether allegations are
legitimate or frivolous. Read the article in Automotive Industry here…

Patent Insurance Makes its Mark
IPISC graciously accepts a share of the credit as it congratulates Octane Fitness, LLC for its unanimous patent victory in the United
States Supreme Court, announced April 29, 2014. Read the entire release here…

Abatement Insurance is the Solution
Your clients, from start-ups to established companies, may very well have IP rights in patents, trademarks and/or copyrights, therefore
exposing them to the risk of becoming involved in costly, IP infringement litigation. Your clients must be able to effectively enforce and
protect their IP rights. You need to take your clients' IP exposure inventory to determine if they have IP rights and, if so, they need
Abatement insurance to help pay the litigation expenses needed to enforce their IP rights. Learn more here...

Join IPISC for our June 25th IP Insurance Webinar
Learn how to manage IP risk through specific insurance offered through IPISC to ensure that companies are adequately covered for IP
risk. Join the IP insurance experts at IPISC to learn more! Register here

Come on! Get Social with IPISC! Stay connected with current intellectual property news and information. Follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter
and our Blog!
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